
Focused on the government and DoD, ZMicro has applied innovative design capabilities to reinvent commercial 
off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment to enable unprecedented computing possibilities in harsh environments. 

SOLVING COMPLEX PROBLEMS WITH INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

EXPERTISE

RUGGED MILITARY HARDWARE33
YEARS

REAL-TIME VIDEO PROCESSING29
YEARS

DIGITIZED VIDEO MANAGEMENT21
YEARS

DEFENSE PROGRAMS

AC-130, MEADS, 
AWACS, FREMM, 
P3 Orion, STUAS, 
LCS, Predator GCS, 
MC-12, CIWS 1B, 
Deepwater, and 
many more.

INDUSTRY PARTNERS

LATEST INNOVATION
ZM3 lightweight computer for airborne ISR applications. 

DISPLAYS
MIL-Tailored, modular rugged flat panel 
displays ranging in size from 15”-32”. 

COMPUTERS
1U, 2U, 3U rackmount computers 

designed for demanding environments.

IMAGING SYSTEMS
Improve visual clarity in live video with 

our easy to integrate systems.

STORAGE
Rugged and flexible storage solutions 

for all of your digital intelligence. 

RUGGED COMPUTING SOLUTIONS
ZMicro offers a complete line of rugged, deployable computing solutions.

zmicro.comzmicro RUGGED 
COMPUTING 
SOLUTIONS

4.6”

5.6”



zmicro+ CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
ZMicro, Inc. 9820 Summers Ridge Road. San Diego, CA 92121 sales@zmicro.com

zmicro.com

ZMICRO PRODUCTS To see all of our products, visit zmicro.com

DISPLAYS

17” 21” 24”

IDS SERIES
Thin, high-performance, rugged flat panel displays designed for ground control stations 
(GCS) and other military shelters. Ideal for multi-monitor display setups. 

15.6” 17.1” 17.3”

HYDRA SERIES
Ultra-rugged and best suited for use in ground vehicles with stringent environmental 
requirements. The low-latency video controller is ideal for indirect vision applications.

15.6” 18.5” 21.3”

ORION SERIES
Lightweight, rugged and rack-mountable. The flexible electrical and hardware architectures support 
seamless customizations to adapt to unique requirements. Ideal for Airborne & Shipboard Applications.

21.5” 32”10.1” 21.3”L

COMPUTERS, SERVERS & STORAGE

ZX1 ZX2 ZX3

ZX RUGGED SERIES
Rugged, rack-mountable, modular computing and graphics processing 
powerhouses that are suitable for shipboard and ground-based applications. 

ZX1C ZX2C

ZXC LIGHTWEIGHT SERIES
All the processing power of a ZX rugged server in a lightweight 
DO-160 compliant package, with SATA or NVMe storage options. 
Ideal for airborne applications. 

TP1 TP2

TRANZPAK STORAGE SERIES
Ultra-compact and easy-to-remove storage drives 
that work seamlessly with our rugged servers. 

ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
Engineering innovation and know-how are at the essence of every ZMicro 
product and are deeply woven into the company culture. Our inhouse team 
includes project engineers, electrical and mechanical engineers, firmware and 
software engineers, test engineers, environmental engineers & chief scientist.

PROVEN, MATURE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
Creating standout products doesn’t just happen by chance. ZMicro relies 
on a combination of innovative and proven manufacturing processes that 
have a direct impact on the end-user experience, including: 5S Lean, Cellular 
Maufacturing, Peer Review and Paperless Assembly.

QUALITY TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS 
ZMicro takes great pride in the meticulous attention to quality we devote 
to all of our ruggedized electronics and imaging solutions. Our quality 
management systems follow the guidelines established by the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO).

THE ZMICRO ADVANTAGEVIDEO ENHANCEMENT

INSIGHT SYSTEM INSIGHT ARRAY

INSIGHT SERIES
Stand-alone system that can be plugged into an existing ISR 
architecture to enable image enhancement capabilities.

RTEV: REAL-TIME ENHANCED VIDEO

TECHNOLOGY
Enhance image clarity in degraded visual 
environments to see what you’re missing. 

ZM COMPACT SERIES
Compact, ultra-lightweight, DO-160 compliant rugged mission 
computers designed specifically for airborne ISR applications. 

ZM3ZM2 ZE-VC

ZE EMBEDDED
Small form-factor embedded 
computer w/advanced video capture 
and exploitation capabilities. 

2Xe


